Some may think it is strange that two big city brothers and their cousin, ages 29, 30 and 34, purchased an assisted living community in Indianapolis. But it makes perfect sense that the former investment banker, real estate broker and attorney are now at the helm of Autumn Park Assisted Living Community in Indianapolis. While their Michigan-based family has successfully owned and operated senior living communities for 40 years, it was not until their 89-year old grandmother’s health declined that brothers, Scott and Tony Kantor, and cousin, Bradley Dubin, decided to follow in their grandfather and fathers’ footsteps. Kantors and Dubin quit their high-profile jobs and created Bloomfield Senior Living to focus exclusively on independent living and assisted living.

When it became evident that their grandmother needed daily living assistance, the closely-knit family began assembling their due diligence in connection with their own search. While searching for grandma’s perfect new home, they had unknowingly come up with innovative ways to establish Autumn Park as the perfect assisted living community and a place their grandmother would be proud to call home.

Bloomfield’s unique vision of redefining assisted living is the ideal combination of exceptionally developed programming, customized care, personalized supportive services, a diverse menu of wellness/exercise programs, professional expertise and care by design. Separating themselves from the prior corporate ownership, they are intimately involved in operations, will be adding new services and amenities and as a long term holder that does not have partners, will continue to re-invest back into the community with philosophy of holding and managing their properties for generations making it more about the care and less about short term investor returns.

This is not a story, however, about one family, one grandmother or one assisted living community. This story is about thousands of families, thousands of grandmothers and thousands of assisted living communities. While their journey took them from finding the perfect fit for grandma to running Autumn Park Assisted Living Community in a manner that would make her proud, your journey to find the perfect home away from home for your loved one will be equally successful with careful planning.